
 
The History of Business Networking 

 and a New Vision 
The best achievements in human history come from people organizing to build something together. From 
the Charter of Liberties to the Magna Carta, and from the Iroquois Confederacy to the Declaration of 
Independence, all of these resulted when industrious people organized not just to support each other’s’ 
needs, but for the community and a nation of people. This is how influential people are when they network 
and organize together, especially business networks. It is often the business-minded, the creators of value, 
who have the resources to organize and make good things happen. 

The first business networking organization in the United States was the Junto group. Founded by Benjamin 
Franklin, the Junto group met every Friday night to discuss morals, politics, and natural philosophy 
(science). They also created the first library and the first post office, and they helped to improve citizens by 
giving everyone access to their institutions. Modern business networking organizations have never matched 
this first original model. Like the Great Pyramid, the blueprints of its original design have been lost to the 
rise of service organizations, chambers of commerce, and for-profit networking models, all of which no 
longer come together to talk about real ideas or build anything together.  

In 1905 business owners in Chicago rotated from office to office to conduct networking meetings. The 
main purpose was to mutually support each member’s business. The organization grew fast and formed into 
Rotary. Within 20 years Rotary changed from a genuine business support organization to a service 
organization. This is when they adopted the motto “service above self.” Rotary now has 1.2 million 
members in over 200 countries. It is not growing like it used to because the support of each member has 
given way to giving service outside the group.  

In 1915 Kiwanis formed in Detroit as a business networking organization and many years later changed to 
a service organization with a motto, “serving children of the world.” It now has over 702,000 members, and 
like Rotary, it is no longer growing like it could because it cannot attract new members.   

In 1917 Lions formed first as a business networking organization called The Business Circle, and then 
latter changed into a pure service organization with a motto “we serve.” They now have 1.4 million 
members and growth has nearly stopped. They also changed from supporting each member, which is vital 
for growth and sustainability, to giving of service to people outside the group.  

When members in an organization no longer cleave to one another in mutual support, and when these 
organizations instead turn their attention to outside service, it is hard to attract new members. It is hard to 
build strength in the organization if the value created in the organization is emptied as fast as it is created. 
Operating at zero at the end of every year is not culturally sustainable. It is like a fresh sea emptying into a 
great salt-water basin.     

These organizations above once attracted many, and their traditions are still passed down, but they are now 
struggling to gain new members. Why? They no longer network to build wealth or talk about ideas. They 
are strictly focused on service while supporting each other is pushed to the side. They once focused on 
building wealth in their businesses, which naturally converted into more wealth in the organization. Now 
they give service only, mostly to foreign countries, and as mentioned above, they operate at zero every 
year. In other words, after several decades of giving, what is there to show for this?  

Service is good and those who join these organizations have a particular passion for giving. However, when 
it comes to real impact for the most good, we have lost site of the conservation of responsibility in our local 



communities and the abundance of open discourse that attracts local vision. More than anything, we have 
lost the art of cleaving to each other in mutual support.  

The widespread shift to national independence and more local voice is not just a trend but a huge global 
movement. Just look at Brexit in the UK, the #Restart movement in Iran, #WalkAway movement in the 
democratic party, the rise of nationalism in the United States, and more countries and regions are choosing 
to remain independent from globalist intrusion. By globalism we mean being managed by distant 
bureaucrats with unethical agendas. This trend goes much deeper, though, when you consider the growth of 
alternative health and decentralized technologies on blockchains. While more and more people are turning 
to naturopaths, homeopaths, nutritionists, kinesiology and more alternative means of health care and 
prevention, new technologies are creating the same disruption in other areas. For instance, with distributed 
consensus algorithms, this new technology will serve as a proof of concept of what’s possible in a 
decentralized world. In other words, decentralized consensus algorithms (blockchains) will enable a new 
renaissance of applications, each with a constitution and managed by consensual democracies and by not 
centrally managed directors and executives. We are going to face the same challenge socially in how we 
organize in the future. Learn to decentralize or die under the hand of totalitarian power. 

The changes we are facing are the effects of people wanting to retain consensus within their own countries 
and inside their own cultures, and in certainly in modular community form. We call this cultural 
libertarianism, people organizing under their united consent in headless and decentralized ways, the true 
power of free association. Our greatest right as a people in the United States is the right to peacefully 
assemble. The movement for vision in peaceful assembly is a direct assault on elitism and central control, 
which are relicts of the corporate and global model. The service organizations above have become 
international administrative bodies and they suffer from a lack of local consent and wealth kept locally to 
grow into more wealth. They lack real organizational consent and the fresh air of new vision.  

This idea of a group growing in wealth and in a decentralized way is foreign to us, much like how they 
built the Great Pyramid is foreign to us. Legacy organizations are not bad; they are just not growing. They 
are being replaced, and not necessarily by something better.  

Consider chambers of commerce. Just about every city or county has a chamber of commerce, and yet 
chambers are struggling across the country. Most of them are suffering from excessive bureaucratic 
stuffing. The only way they have stayed alive is to centralize into larger bodies, like moving from city 
chambers to larger area or county chambers. Chambers put real business networking aside in favor of 
luncheons, lectures, and costly administrative overhead. They are choosing to organize for fun, which is not 
bad, but there is more, like vision and purpose. When compared to the Junto model created by Benjamin 
Franklin, there is a lot more we can do in a business network. The chamber model is susceptible to a 
hierarchy of political power, which does not maintain the conservation of wealth in individual businesses 
and in communities. Chambers are more prone to exclusivity than building a thriving culture. They are 
known for operating at zero year after year. 

If there is one reason why local culture is less connected and living under more apathy, it’s because of how 
we organize locally. Today we organize into political bodies of central control without concern for 
including a wider involved consent. We will explain what is coming in the future, but first the history 
continues. 

Today we now have BNI, Business Networking International. BNI is a franchise business networking 
organization with over 200,000 members. In the St George area of Utah, there are seven BNI chapters and 
growing. If you need quick referrals and nothing more, join a BNI chapter. They have recreated the wealth 
generating focus in your business, but that’s all. There is a lot of turnover in BNI chapters and very little 
sustained culture, and yet because they sell scarcity in seat position, they are growing. We also have for-
profit CEO/Leadership services and other similar services that offer retreats and weekend networking. For 
profit organizations are also struggling to keep members. Some are trying to create longer lasting cohort 
groups where they meet for a retreat and hold each other accountable over the next few months. None of 
this is culturally sustainable because the revenue model is not benefiting the group, it is benefiting the 
organizer. While the hope is to build stronger and more lasting relationships, relationship building is not a 
profit center, it requires a lot more.  



And here is the golden bucket at the end of the rainbow, everyone is looking for more meaningful 
connections and lasting relationships while building their businesses. They are looking for a thriving 
culture that sticks together with almost no effort and not one single person in charge to depend on. They are 
looking for less turnover of people in and out.   

The for-profit models above are the current replacements for legacy service models, but the for-profit 
models are either based on passing referrals or passing phone numbers, that’s all. There is little vision to 
keep members together. They just do business together a little better than the service organizations.  

When compared to the first Junto Group, we do not stay together very well. We don’t build wealth or more 
voice in common anymore, and we certainly do not impact our communities any more. Networking for 
referrals is a little better in building wealth in businesses, but networking just for referrals is not building 
anything together. Building something as a group has proven to create far deeper and lasting relationships, 
something the service organizations are focused on, albeit without wealth conservation in the group and too 
often the service is spent outside the community and not on each other or within the community. In other 
words, there is no way to attract new vision and new members.  

Now take AA (Alcoholics Anonymous). Of all the organizations that support each member, AA is perhaps 
the most successful. Members remain members nearly for life. There is one reason for this, new members 
are given a sponsor. That sponsor is dedicated to your success. AA is more like family than anything. And 
what is family? The best attributes of family include caring for and supporting one another, the purest 
example of energy conservation inside a social model. Toastmasters International is a close example of 
people helping each other in a group and for a specific purpose, but not as lasting and meaningful as AA. 
Online social groups like The Order of Man, a group dedicated to men helping each other, has the feeling 
like AA, but it is now moving toward summits and offline meetings, and with one purpose, to mutually 
support each other in being great men again. Unfortunately, groups like this fail to build a thriving culture 
of consent with constant new value added from members in the group. They are too dependent on the 
founding guru.   

The move to making real human connection and supporting one another is the hidden gold. People are 
looking for contact that lifts them and they are looking for an organization that can receive their sacrifices 
with complete preservation of their value. If a rising tide lifts all ships, many are searching for that tide.  

Every time we organize, we risk losing site of the real community potential. For example, the purpose of 
business networking is to build wealth first in individual member businesses, and second to build wealth in 
the organization itself. We have lost sight of the second value. Wealth in common allows us to accomplish 
greater things, like solving for real health care issues locally, real affordable housing, real in-house training 
and improved education, even small business lending and more ideas, and let’s not forget a lot of fun. The 
problem is we never conserve that wealth in a closed system. Instead, our wealth is sent to an outside 
franchisee or it is partitioned into administrative costs where we operate at zero every year. The long 
forgotten idea of a “common wealth” or a “cooperative” has been lost, a kind of wealth managed by the 
consent of all involved. Many may be asking, “What is a closed system?” 

Imagine a balloon within a balloon. This is an example of a closed system. A larger balloon protects the 
helium within the smaller balloon. A community that protects value within its own system is a vibrant 
culture. It is the most powerful form of decentralization there is, autonomous unity. The effect is more 
abundance and less scarcity. If a community organization is not abundant, businesses suffer and devolve 
into a survival of the fittest attitude, pure scarcity. Culture suffers. However, when small businesses begin 
to see how abundant their combined effort is, they will organize to stop the leaks from happening.  

In Frank Capra’s It’s a Wonderful Life, George Bailey (James Stewart) saves a town from collapse by 
making a huge sacrifice to keep the Bailey Savings and Loan open. He essentially stops a leak from 
happening, a leak that would have sold off the wealth in the community to Mr. Potter, the local banker and 
slumlord. 

The above example is not sentimentalism; it is real principle and the foundation of any business networking 
organization. The wealth we create for each other and the wealth we conserve within the culture should 



grow, create more value, and be the rising tide that lifts all ships. This is what we once called a thriving 
culture. To help regenerate this vision, let’s give this rising tide a special name. Let’s call it co-spire.  

Conspire is what we do privately behind the scenes to benefit ourselves at the cost of someone else’s labor. 
The bad thing with conspire is that it is done in secret and always hidden. Conspiring minds function best 
in highly centralized organizations and they always push for more central control. Conspiring mindsets 
want to give you a vote while they choose to control all voice and all value. Please read the High Road: The 
Future of American Greatness. Written by one of our founders, it clearly establishes the lost trinity in 
citizenship we find when we conserve the Voice, Vote and Value of every person in the community.  

Co-spire, on the other hand, is done in the open and in the widest body of consent possible. Co-spire 
mindsets love phrases like “all for one and one for all,” or “a rising tides lifts all ships”, and “where we go 
one, we go all.” Co-spire mindsets push for all to have an equal vote and an equal voice, and they go 
further by demanding the strict conservation of value within the group. Co-spire mindsets believe in the 
richest form of liberty that adds value. We call this liberty “pure creation.” If what we create to add value is 
not protected, we are less incentivized to add more value. Essentially, the more we conserve voice, vote and 
value within a co-spire community, like in the first Junto group, the more we become a thriving culture, and 
this is a good thing.  

It is not healthy to operate an organization at zero year after year. It is like having a business that runs at a 
loss every year; it’s not sustainable. We need to admit that it is not culturally sustainable to give all our 
service to needs outside the community either. This is equally destructive, no matter how ideal it sounds. 
When any organization is not financially sustainable, it can never be a thriving culture. It is not enough that 
we exist, we should thrive. If private foundations, trusts, and cooperatives can do it, then so can a business 
networking organization.  

Remember, to conspire is to collaborate in secret with others and for an unethical or less-than transparent 
goals. All hierarchies with intense central control tend to attract conspiring minds. To co-spire is to 
collaborate in the open with others and for a good outcome. In the first case, energy is siphoned off in 
secret for dishonest action (conspire). In the second case, energy is conserved in the hands that create value 
for legal and positive action (co-spire). 

To co-spire is the way we make good decisions openly. Policies and procedures can be ignored in manuals 
and booklets, but how we conspire or co-spire to make decisions is well known in organizations because 
the process is part of the culture—it is second nature and intuitively obvious, either for a good outcome for 
a few, or a thriving culture of consent created by all. The principle of co-spire is based on five pillars. 
 

Five Co-spire Pillars 
1. It increases value so people so do not want to leave 
2. It conserves wealth and energy within for exponential growth 
3. It decentralizes control (limits power struggles) 
4. It protects the voice and vote together in modular form 
5. It actively processes and encourages new vision 

 
We use the word co-spire and not collaborate because to co-spire has a unique energy to it. More than 
collaboration or discussion, to co-spire includes the conservation of voice and vote together, the two main 
ingredients that build a thriving culture, which leads to the conservation of value in the hands that add 
value. Setting a distinction between conspire and co-spire is the first step to creating a thriving culture. Co-
spire gets us back to vision again and again. Co-spire is an organization that knows how to process new 
vision, which means more innovation and more creativity. No culture can be sustained without this.  
 
Please notice the difference in the two cycles below. The political cycle ignores the regeneration of vision. 
The vision cycle embraces it.  
 



  

History is not what has happened. History is what we make together, and we need to always be ready for 
new vision to make history together. We call this co-spire. The boy Scouts of America has nearly collapsed 
because it lacked the regeneration of vision. It suffered open political attack and local regions lost agency. 
As more and more has been done over the years to create rites of passage, badges, levels of achievement 
and honors, we lose site of the actual experience in building relations, vital life experiences, and lasting 
wisdom. All this was lost as the spirit of scouting shut down vision and rejected local voice.  

New vision is that energy that allows for people to have their own voice and their own vision. The same is 
happening to higher education, just about every college campus or university is managed in the same way, 
real effective vision in teaching remains aloof because we have given up the spirit of great teaching for 
academic obfuscation. We allow academic minds to complicate and politicize content for their own self-
importance while neglecting real open dialogue that can challenge and check all ideas. The ability to test 
ideas in the open is central to a thriving culture. Academia has lost the art to constantly allow for new 
vision to be tested in the open.    

Co-spire is what we do in the open that is good. Conspire is what we do under the table that is unethical and 
not good. Co-spire is decentralized and managed by the culture automatically. Conspire is not, it is 
managed by a limitation imposed by the centralized control of voice, vote and value.  

The problem with many organizations is that they do not have an effective means of processing new vision. 
They hire keynote speakers and put leaders over the people, and this creates more apathy because it 
supports more elitism, which is more separation of people from themselves. The power of free association 
needs to operate with less control than we impose. New organizations in the future will embrace a process 
that tests new vision verses those that impose tunnel vision. Let us repeat the five co-spire pillars of a 
thriving organization. 

Five Co-spire Pillars 
1. It increases value so people so do not want to leave 
2. It conserves wealth and energy within for exponential growth 
3. It decentralizes control (limits power struggles) 
4. It protects the voice and vote together in modular form 
5. It actively processes and encourages new vision 

 
A	new	founding	is	on	the	rise,	and	we	call	this	a	renaissance.	It	might	be	the	beginning	of	a	second	
American	founding.		It	will	be	highly	disruptive	and	incredibly	beneficial	to	its	members.	The	level	of	
freedom	and	belonging	afforded	to	all	members	will	be	phenomenal.	When	these	organizations	are	
set	up,	they	will	naturally	attract	good	people	with	co-spire	natures	and	repel	conspirators	seeking	
for	central	control.	The	first	adopters	will	become	founders	and	leaders	in	a	new	generation.	Our	
vision	for	such	an	idea	is	Local	Common	Wealth.	Our	motto	is	simple,	born	free	and	good,	we	choose	
a	rising	hope	that	lifts	all	hearts.	
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For	more	information,	see	www.localcomonwealth.com	


